
The business  
behind the businesses.

The highlights:
• AG Event Graphics: Graphic and sign specialists with a range of clients, from local businesses to international 

events, including the Olympic and Pan Am games.

• The owner, Guy Langevin, founded the company in 1997 and then moved the business from Vaughan  
to Sarnia in 2010.

• With massive files for print production, a powerful, reliable Internet connection was critical to the business. 

• Guy met Sean Robbins, his Cogeco Account Executive, and together, they created a list of technology must-haves 
that would sustain the business and help it grow.

• They decided on two Business Internet Ultrafibre 120 packages so the graphics department could have its own 
dedicated Internet, plus a Hosted PBX phone system. 



About AG Event Graphics
AG Event Graphics was founded by Guy Langevin in 1997 in Vaughan, Ontario. Eventually, Guy decided to relocate to Sarnia, Ontario, 

right at the border of Canada and the United States. Guy’s goal was to offer a customer-driven, graphic-and-design business with  

a focus on creating quality products and offering personalized customer service—AG Event Graphics is proud of that. They make  

each of their clients shine and it’s been a key component of their success. They consistently deliver flawless car wraps and event 

signage for big and small clients, from local real estate agents and charity organizations to international sporting events and concerts. 

Their enthusiastic culture and professional excellence has made them a leader in their industry. When they moved into  

the Sarnia area, they knew that at the top of their must-haves list was the right, reliable Internet connection.

The challenge
With such high standards and a heavy workload full of large-scale projects, fast and powerful Internet is critical to the success  

of AG Event Graphics. Large print jobs mean large files being transferred, so a slow or weak connection is absolutely unacceptable. 

Approvals, production, and marketing all are reliant on their business Internet connection, as they are known for having lightning-fast, 

print-and-delivery services. With the right service, they can take a file, proof it, and get it on press within hours of receiving the initial 

request. On top of getting the top Internet connection in town, they also needed to know that if any issues should arise, they would 

have customer service they could rely on, so they could be back up and running as soon as possible. Plus, with so many international 

clients, customer service is a pivotal part of the business and the addition of a professional business phone solution was necessary  

to ensure their customer service experience was flawless from start to finish. 

How we assessed their needs
Cogeco Business Solutions knows that the only way to truly assess the needs of a business is to get to know the business. Cogeco 

Account Executive Sean Robbins was assigned to look after all the needs of AG Event Graphics. While some business relationships  

are just that – pure business and a little impersonal – Guy and Sean hit it off right away. From chatting about rock music to making 

playful jokes, they developed a rapport based on real friendship and one key focus – helping AG Event Graphics get to the next level. 

Over coffee, they created a list of must-haves, decided on next steps, and began executing to check off each to-do. 

Every business is unique so each one needs a tailored experience and AG Event Graphics was no different. In fact, while many 

businesses see Internet as an important part of day-to-day operations, AG Events Graphics knew that a powerful Internet connection 

was more than just needed – it was critical for their business. Without an ultrafast, reliable connection, a business built on customer 

service and print production simply wouldn’t be able to thrive. After reviewing the footprint of the facility, Sean created a proposal 

that turned out to be the best solution for the team at AG Event Graphics.



Products and solutions
Once Sean understood the ins and outs of the AG Event Graphics business, the decision on the best solution was made quickly. 

Instead of suggesting one Internet connection for the entire company, Sean suggested two Internet connections with the powerful 

Business Internet UltraFibre 120 Unlimited packages. That way, the graphic department could have their own dedicated Internet 

connection for uploading, sending, and proofing massive files for print. With the large files being sent and received, the unlimited 

data of the business packages was very appealing to Guy and his team. The second Internet connection allowed the new Hosted PBX 

phone system to have its own bandwidth. In the end, AG Event Graphics opted for Sean’s suggestion: two Business UltraFibre 120 

Unlimited packages and a Hosted PBX system (with 17 seats). With Hosted PBX and its advanced features, like voicemail to email,  

Guy and his team stayed on top of their orders while supervising printing jobs. The unlimited, long-distance calling also comes in 

handy especially with clients based in the U.S.

Continuing the partnership
The strong relationship between Guy and Sean didn’t end after Cogeco delivered the promised product solutions. Instead, Sean has 

been there every step of the way. He popped by the day after the installation, and he’s constantly touching base to make sure the 

products that worked for AG Event Graphics on day one are the products they need to take their business to where Guy envisions 

it going. There’s only been one hiccup along the way when the phone system went down. While it happened after hours, a Cogeco 

technician was in touch immediately and the issue was quickly resolved. Their experience with Cogeco, and Sean in particular, 

continues to receive glowing reviews.

The results
For many businesses, Internet and phone services are an important part of day-to-day operations. But for businesses like AG Event 

Graphics, a strong, unlimited connection is at the heart of success. With the tailored solution suggested by Sean, AG Event Graphics 

has all the support and power they need to continue to be a leader in their field. While they may be the business that makes other 

businesses look good, their flawless execution and high standards have ensured they shine too.


